
Au programme :
     More than 50 speakers
     20 Workshops animated by our experts and partners
     200 french and international startups
     More than 50 investment  funds
     1 Conference program dedicated to the theme of EMERGENCE 
     1 Business meeting platform (B2Match) to organize your day as you
want! 

               This 7th edition, under the banner of Emergence, is an
opportunity for the entire Ferme Digitale team, its companies,
partners and the entire ecosystem to exchange, share and build
together around the same values for high-performance,
sustainable and socially responsible agriculture.

Jérôme LE ROY
Chairman of La Ferme Digitale

Workshops

lfday@lafermedigitale.fr

www.lfday.fr

Now is the time for collaboration and inclusion of viewpoints
Innovative startups, farmers, cooperative groups, agri-food industrialists, investors, researchers,
institutions, politicians, the media or simply the curious, we all share common objectives focused on
supporting entrepreneurship, food sovereignty, respect for the environment and climate issues, and
protecting our farms and crops... so join us, MEET UP!

A day punctuated by over 50 expert talks on the theme of the EMERGENCE
La Ferme Digitale will be delighted to bring together its ecosystem and partners. Financing innovation,
managing the balance of living organisms, new generation of farmers and new consumption patterns... these
are just some of the themes on which French and international experts will be speaking, and sharing their
visions with the 2,000 visitors from all over the world. What innovations will enable us to meet the major
challenges of today and tomorrow? How can we support entrepreneurs in their economic, social and
environmental development? The possibilities are immense!

More than just a trend, agricultural and food innovation in France, Europe and the rest of the world is now
serving society, farmers, the environment, local communities and the entrepreneurial sphere... Players in the
AgriTech and FoodTech sectors will be meeting in Paris on June 13 to promote, support and accompany
innovation in favor of high-performance, sustainable and socially responsible agriculture.

As Chairman, it is with immense pride that I am
able to offer you this wonderful day, which
promises to be rich in discussions and
discoveries.

It's also about discovering the latest innovations that support
today's agriculture and tomorrow's.

LFDay

Press release, may 31st 2023

The must-attend AgTech and FoodTech event,
returns on June 13    !th

Media partners
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